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I. Scope and definitions 

1 The relevant applicable version of these General Terms and 
Conditions (T&Cs) applies to all contracts between Baerg Marti 
(Liechtenstein) AG with its registered office in FL-9495 Triesen 
("Baerg Marti") on the one hand and buyers of oak barrels filled 
with balsamic vinegar on the other. 

2 Individual written agreements that differ to or contradict these 
T&Cs shall take priority over the T&Cs.  

3 Definitions: 

3.1 "Written" means fax and email in addition to writing.  

3.2 "Object of purchase" means one or more Limousin oak 
barrels filled with 30 litres of balsamic vinegar.  

3.3 "Third-party buyer" means any person who acquires the 
object of purchase from the Buyer by means of Baerg 
Marti's brokerage. 

II. Conclusion of contract 

4 The completion of the form "Order and Storage Contract" by the 
Buyer shall be considered an offer to conclude a contract as 
soon as the form is received by Baerg Marti. The contract 
comes into effect as soon as the Buyer has received Baerg 
Marti's invoice for the purchase price. 

5 All amendments and additions to the contract must be made in 
written form. 

III. Subject matter of the contract 

6 When the contract comes into legal effect, Baerg Marti agrees 
to store a labelled number of oak barrels, equivalent to the 
ordered quantity of balsamic vinegar, each with 30 litres of 
balsamic vinegar, for 5 years in the high mountains, protected 
from weather and access by unauthorised people, so that the 
balsamic vinegar can mature and balsamic crystals can form. In 
the event that older vintages are ordered, the exact quantity of 
the balsamic vinegar and the balsamic crystals already formed 
cannot be calculated. The numbers of the purchased oak 
barrels are confirmed in writing to the buyer in the storage 
certificate. More detailed provisions are contained in Section 
VIII. 

7 After the end of the 5-year storage period, Baerg Marti agrees 
to either deliver the object of purchase to the Buyer, put the 
Buyer in contact with a third-party buyer or store the object of 
purchase for another 5 years, as instructed by the Buyer. More 
detailed provisions are contained in Sections IX to XI . 

8 The Buyer agrees to pay the purchase price and, if the storage 
period is extended, the additional storage fee on time. 

IV. Transfer of benefits and risk 

9 The benefits and risk of the object of purchase are transferred 
to the Buyer, as soon as the object of purchase has been 
numbered by Baerg Marti and the Buyer has received written 
notification of this number. 

V. Purchase price 

10 The price of the object of purchase is quoted including value-
added tax.  

11 All costs associated with the performance of the service in 
accordance with the contract by Baerg Marti, such as of 
packaging, transportation to the storage site, transportation to 
the Buyer or third-party buyer, storage, taxes, customs duties, 
etc. are included in the purchase price unless stipulated 
otherwise in these T&Cs or agreed otherwise between the 
parties. 

12 Baerg Marti agrees to adequately insure the object of purchase 
against damage caused by transport, storage, and natural 
hazards, against quality defects and theft until delivery to the 
Buyer or a third-party buyer. 

VI. Payment terms 

13 Provided nothing else has been agreed, all invoices are to be 
paid in the selected currency stated in the "Purchase and 
storage order" form (CHF or Euro), and settled within 30 days 
net, without deductions. 

14 The Buyer may not offset invoices with counterclaims.  

15 In case of default, default interest of 5% p.a. shall be due. 

16 If, despite a written warning, the Buyer does not or does not fully 
pay the purchase price within 10 days of the receipt of a 
warning, or its unsuccessful delivery, Baerg Marti may withdraw 

from the contract. Baerg Marti has the right to demand 
compensation for any loss it suffers because of the late payment 
or non-payment, if this loss is more than the amount of default 
interest owed. 

VII.  Retention of title 

17 Baerg Marti shall remain the owner of the object of purchase 
until the full payment of the purchase price. The title to the object 
of purchase shall pass to the Buyer upon full payment of the 
purchase price. However, the object of purchase shall remain 
with Baerg Marti for storage in accordance with the following 
conditions. 

VIII. Storage 

18 The 5-year storage period shall begin on the 1st calendar day 
of the month following the full payment of the purchase price. If 
the full payment of the purchase price takes place fewer than 
14 days before the end of the month, the storage period shall 
begin on the 1st calendar day of the month after the next one. 
Baerg Marti shall confirm the start of the storage period to the 
Buyer in writing. 

19 The Buyer can demand delivery of the object of purchase at any 
time before the end of the 5-year storage period.  When the 
object of purchase is transferred to the Buyer, Baerg Marti shall 
be released from all contract duties with the exception of the 
warranty. The Buyer is not entitled to request the full or partial 
refund of the purchase price because of early delivery. 

20 Baerg Marti shall contact the Buyer 2 months before the end of 
the 5-year storage period at the address that it last 
communicated in writing to Baerg Marti, and inform it of the 
ending of the 5-year storage period. 

21 The Buyer agrees to notify Baerg Marti within 2 months of this 
contact – thus by the end of the 5-year storage period – which 
of the following three options it wishes to exercise in regard to 
the object of purchase: 

21.1 Delivery of the object of purchase by Baerg Marti to the 
Buyer (Section IX). 

21.2 Procurement of a third-party buyer for the object of 
purchase by Baerg Marti (Section X). 

21.3 Storage of the object of purchase for an additional 5 
years (Section XI). 

22 If the Buyer notifies Baerg Marti in time as per point 21, the 
Buyer will not pay additional storage costs for the time between 
the end of the 5-year storage period and delivery of the object 
of purchase to the Buyer or a third-party buyer.  

23 If the Buyer does not make a statement after being contacted 
by Baerg Marti or does not do so in time, the object of purchase 
will remain in storage. The Buyer shall owe compensation of 
CHF 100.00 per month for this after the end of the 5-year 
storage period. This compensation shall be due for payment on 
the first of each month and shall be invoiced in advance 
accordingly. If the Buyer does not pay this compensation on 
time, Baerg Marti shall be entitled to send the object of purchase 
without further notification to the address the Buyer last comm-
unicated to Baerg Marti in writing. 

IX. Delivery of the object of purchase after the end 
of the storage period 

24 If, after the end of the 5-year storage period, the Buyer decides 
to have the object of purchase delivered to it as per point 21.1, 
Baerg Marti agrees to send the object of purchase to the Buyer 
within 2 months of the end of the storage period.  In case of late 
notification by the Buyer, the 2-month period shall begin on the 
1st calendar day of the month that follows Baerg Marti's receipt 
of the notification. Point 23 remains reserved. The delivery of 
the object of purchase can also be done, at the Buyer’s request, 
in a processed condition (filled into bottles/cans). The costs for 
the processing of the object of purchase shall be invoiced 
separately after an offer has been submitted by Baerg Marti and 
consented to by the Buyer. Sections V and VI apply accordingly. 

X. Procurement of a third-party buyer 

25 If the Buyer notifies Baerg Marti as per point 21.2 that it wishes 
to sell the object of purchase to a third-party buyer, it charges 
and authorises Baerg Marti to find a third-party buyer and 
conclude a purchase contract with them on behalf of and on 
account of the Buyer.  

26 If Baerg Marti finds a party interested in the object of purchase, 
it shall inform the Buyer of the price offered by the interested 
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party. The Buyer shall then notify Baerg Marti within 10 days 
whether it agrees with the offered price. If the Buyer agrees with 
the price offered by the interested party, Baerg Marti shall 
conclude the purchase contract on behalf of and on account of 
the Buyer. The purchase price shall be paid into a trust account 
of Baerg Marti by the third-party buyer and then transferred by 
Baerg Marti to an account specified by the Buyer.  

27 If Baerg Marti does not find an interested party for the object of 
purchase within 3 months of the end of the 5-year storage 
period, it shall inform the Buyer of this circumstance. In this 
case, the Buyer shall select one of the other two options in point 
21 within 30 days. In this case, the new storage period or the 
period for delivery shall begin on the 1st calendar day of the 
month following Baerg Marti's receipt of the notification.  In case 
of late notification, the new storage period or the period for 
delivery shall begin on the 1st calendar day of the month 
following Baerg Marti's receipt of the late notification.  Point 23 
remains reserved. 

28 The procurement of a third-party buyer as per point 21.2 can 
also allow the processing of the object of purchase (filling in 
bottles/cans) at the Buyer’s request. The costs for the 
processing of the object of purchase shall be invoiced 
separately after an offer has been submitted by Baerg Marti and 
consented to by the Buyer. Sections V and VI apply accordingly. 

XI. Extension of the storage period 

29 If, after the end of the 5-year storage period, the Buyer decides 
to have Baerg Marti store the object of purchase for another 5 
years, the provisions of Section VIII apply accordingly.  The new 
storage period of 5 years shall begin on the 1st calendar day of 
the month that follows Baerg Marti's receipt of the Buyer's 
notification as per point 21. In case of late notification by the 
Buyer, the new storage period shall begin on the 1st calendar 
day of the month that follows Baerg Marti's receipt of the 
notification. Point 23 remains reserved. 

30 The costs of the extension of the storage period shall be 
invoiced separately.  Sections V and VI apply accordingly.  

XII. Warranty 

31 In case of delivery, the Buyer must inspect the object of 
purchase and communicate any defects to Baerg Marti in 
writing within 7 days of receipt of the object of purchase. If 
the Buyer fails to do this, the object of purchase shall be 
considered to be approved unless the defects were unable to 
be detected by the customary inspection.  

32 Defects that could not be detected by the customary inspection 
must be reported as soon as they are discovery. There shall be 
no limitation or exclusion of warranty for defects that Baerg Marti 
grossly negligently or wilfully concealed.  

33 A defect is present if the object of purchase does not have the 
properties customarily assumed or promised by Baerg Marti in 
writing.   

34 In case of a timely notice of defects or grossly negligent or 
wilful concealment of a defect by Baerg Marti, Baerg Marti 
can, at its own discretion, remedy the defect if it is possible 
to remedy it or replace the defective object of purchase 
with another that is free of defects. If neither the remedying 
nor replacement of the object of purchase are possible or 
reasonable to expect of Baerg Marti, the Buyer shall be 
entitled to demand a refund of the purchase price suitable 
to the extent of the defect. A cancellation of contract shall 
only take place if the object of purchase has defects that 
render it wholly useless to the Buyer. In case of cancellation, 
the Buyer must send the object of purchase back to Baerg Marti 
properly packaged. Baerg Marti shall pay the costs of shipping.  

35 The Buyer forfeits all warranty claims if it or third parties make 
inappropriate changes to the object of purchase or handle it 
improperly, such as storage at overly high or overly low 
temperatures, mixing with other liquids, etc. The same applies 
if there is a defect and the Buyer does not immediately take all 
suitable steps to mitigate damage and/or does not give Baerg 
Marti the opportunity to rectify the defect or replace the defective 
object of purchase in accordance with point 344.  

36 The purchase of older balsamic vinegar vintages is done without 
a calculation of the exact barrel contents, i.e. in unopened 
conditions. Defects which are not able to be detected during the 
customary inspection, must be reported as soon as they are 
detected. A limitation or exclusion of the warranty shall not apply 
to defects which were concealed by Baerg Marti wilfully or with 
gross negligence. 

XIII. Exclusion of liability 

37 Baerg Marti does not guarantee any minimum quantity of 
balsamic crystals. 

38 Insofar as permitted by law, Baerg Marti does not assume 
liability either for itself or for its company committees, 
employees and auxiliary agents for direct or indirect losses 
suffered by the Buyer in connection with the contract or its pro-
cessing or within the context of Baerg Marti's business 
operations. 

39 Product liability remains reserved. 

XIV. Right of revocation 

40 Buyers can revoke their contractual acceptance within 14 
days without stating a reason by making a clear statement. 
This period begins upon the receipt of these instructions 
on a permanent data carrier, although not before the 
conclusion of the contract and also not before the 
fulfilment of our information obligations as per Article 246b 
Section 2, paragraph 1, EGBGB [Introductory Act to the 
German Civil Code]. To meet the revocation deadline, it is 
sufficient to send the revocation on time, if the statement 
is made by a permanent data carrier (e.g. letter, email). 

41 By signing the order form, the Buyer confirms that it has taken 
note of the right of revocation and its arrangements.   

XV. Taxes  

42 The Buyer acknowledges that, depending on the applicable tax 
law, it must declare the object of purchase to the relevant tax 
authorities as an asset.  

43 The Buyer further acknowledges that, in case of resale of the 
object of purchase to a third-party buyer and depending on the 
applicable tax law, it must declare the proceeds earned to the 
relevant tax authorities as income or profit. 

XVI. Complaints 

44 Any complaints should be directed to: 

Baerg Marti (Liechtenstein) AG 

Austrasse 14 

FL-9495 Triesen 

Tel.: +423 392 35 35 

E-mail: info@baerg-marti.li 

XVII. Data privacy 

45 Personal data of the Buyer will be saved which is required for 
business correspondence. Baerg Marti is obliged to treat all 
information it is made aware of within the scope of this 
agreement as confidential. 

46 Furthermore, the data privacy provisions of Baerg Marti apply, 
which the Buyer can be provided free of charge, on request, and 
can be viewed on the website www.baerg-marti.li. 

XVIII. Severability clause 

47 In the event that one or more provisions of this contract or 
of these T&Cs are invalid or void for any reason whatsoever, 
this shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions 
of this contract and of these T&Cs. The invalid or void 
provision shall be replaced by a provision that realises the 
originally intended purpose as far as possible in a manner 
compliant with the law.  

XIX. Place of jurisdiction and applicable law 

48 The sole place of jurisdiction for all legal disputes 
concerning the contract is Baerg Marti's head office. 
Mandatory statutory provisions remain reserved.   

49 The contract is governed by Liechtenstein law, excluding 
regulations concerning the conflict of laws. 

 

Triesen, 2019-11-01 


